This Policy Replaces:
   None

Staff and Organizations Affected:
   Wildlife Management Staff
   Wildlife Administration Staff
   Regional Managers
   Guide Outfitters
   FrontCounter BC

Reasons for this Policy:
   The Ministry has established this policy to define how notice of quota will be provided to guide outfitter licence holders.

POLICY

It is the policy of the Ministry that:

1. Notice of quota will be provided to guide outfitter licence holders by online or electronic means.

2. When online or electronic delivery information is not available, notice should be provided by ordinary mail.

Definitions:


Quota – as defined in the Wildlife Act, RSBC 1996 c.488, means
   (a) the total number of a game species, or
   (b) the total number of a type of game species

specified by the regional manager that the clients or a class of client of a guide outfitter may kill in the guide outfitter's guiding area, or part of it, during a licence year, or part of it, but does not include an angler day quota.

Policy Manual Cross-References:
4-1-01.06 Guide Outfitter Licence Issuance, Amendment and Renewal
Procedure Manual Cross-References:
  4-1-01.06.1 Guide Outfitter Licence Issuance, Amendment and Renewal
  4-1-01.06.2 Notice of Annual Quota to Guide Outfitters

Other Cross-References:
  Wildlife Act, RSBC 1996 c.488
  Wildlife Act General Regulation, B.C. Reg. 340/82

DATE EFFECTIVE
29 April, 2019